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Publishers' Note
matter what kind of tablet or phone they
are using, whether an Apple, Android or
Windows based device. A simple search
in the Google, Apple or Windows Store
will bring up our Indulge App or if you
already have Zinio or Magzter, a search
within their app, should also get you to
point you in our direction.
We’re excited!
That means, wherever you are in the
world, whenever you want to read Indulge,
whether current, future or past issues, all
of them can be accessed at the touch of
a button.
Better yet, this next phase will also
result in major changes to our revenue
model and our reach. From a revenue point
of view, by selling subscriptions (US$9.99
per year for three magazines) to online
readers, we’ll be able to lower advertising
costs to allow more small businesses to
partake in the magazine and from a
distribution point of view, as we increase
our international presence, we’ll offer a
very direct way for exporters to target their
main markets.
It’s a good day here at Indulge. We’re
proud of what we’ve accomplished so far
and we’re smiling at what the future has
in store. We’re happy to tell you that we’re
actively working on a distribution plan
of the physical magazine to international
markets, but we’ll wait until the next issue
to update you on that one.
In the meantime, if you’re an Indulge
fan and you have family and friends abroad,
we’d simply appreciate you spreading the
good news, letting them know where they
can find a little piece of home and how
they can help support our local writers,
editors, photographers and printers.
.

E

arlier this year we were on pins
and needles.
No, it wasn’t due to the fact
that we were searching for the
best stories we could share or because we
had received great feedback from our last
issue and we were already running low on
stock, but because we had just transitioned
to the next phase in our evolution. It’s no
secret what our intentions are. We aspire
to be a Jamaican magazine, produced,
published and printed right here at
home, but with the global reach to touch
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Jamaicans wherever in the world they may
be.
We’ve recently taken the next step in
going global, signing contracts with Zinio,
the world’s most popular online magazine
subscription company and Magzter, the
world’s largest membership magazine
platform to launch our digital subscription
service.
Starting with the issue you are reading
now, through these two digital publication
giants, Indulge will become accessible to
millions of readers all over the world, no

.

Thanks for your continued support and
Happy Indulging!
ML and Tania
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All material in this magazine may not be
reproduced, displayed, modified or distributed
Hazelnut Ganache and Fried Brioche from Great Escape Restaurant in
Runaway Bay. See page 36 for more.
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CHEF CHECK

Ally’s
.

.
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No one is born a
great cook, one
learns by doing.”
- Julia Child

BY MICHELLE GORDON
STYLED BY: KIMBERLEY DUNKLEY
PHOTOGRAPHY: DWAYNE WATKINS
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When your favourite kitchen tool is a weathered cast
iron pot, you know you’re serious about cooking. And
newcomer to Kingston’s culinary scene, Allison PorterSmalling is as serious as they come. “I’ve only been
cooking professionally for about 3 years now, but I’ve
cooked passionately my whole life,” she shares. Allison
is a homegrown chef turned cuisine artist by virtue of
a classic combination of raw talent, practicing her craft
and the incredible support of family, friends and foodie
fans.
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“A

llison can cook,” is the
consensus from her core
group of friends who lay
claim to her ‘hand’ long
before she copped any accolades or titles.
With 2015 Best New Caterer of the Year ‘in
the bag’ as it were, and the 2016 nomination
for Chef of The Year, Allison is proud of
her achievements, though she will humbly
tell you that honours and awards were never
her goal. “Satisfying my family was my first
priority, then that grew to sharing with
friends, and then friends of friends. Today,
it continues to grow to the scale of catering
both small private gatherings and larger
public events.” Allison is happy about where
she is and what she’s doing. “Each time I
please someone with a dish, I am motivated
to dig deeper for additional creativity”.
Allison is a creative soul, a longtime
passion that would have led her into a
career in interior design, had she not been
lured into the kitchen. But once a creative,
you’re always a creative. It’s an art driven
by heart, feeling and lots of love. As a
home-raised chef, Allison learned from
her mother that the main ingredient in a
delicious meal would always come from a
genuine love of cooking - no matter how
much time spent in the kitchen.
Like many other chefs, Allison has
her personal chef heroes in greats such
as
Jamie Oliver, Gordon Ramsay,
Mario Batali and Jamaica’s own Suzanne
Couch. In an industry that is growing
exponentially, Allison stays en trend
and takes instruction and inspiration by
reading magazines, absorbing cooking
shows and globe hopping. She travels
extensively and appreciates the beauty
and value that comes with exposure to
new foods and cultures from all over the
world. “There are so many sources that feed
my mind with wild imaginations... it just
makes me eager to create more amazing
meals,” she shares.
I guess, it’s true – the more you learn,
the more you want to learn.
.

.
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Allison is eager to get more involved in
molecular gastronomy that will allow her
inner artist to thrive. According to Google,
molecular gastronomy is ‘the application of
scientific principles to the understanding
and development of food preparation’. For
Allison, it is an opportunity for her to
learn to use her intuition and curiosity
with proper application of artistic colours,
flavours, textures and aromas, to deliver a
premium dining experience. I call it her
dining designs.
Allison is excited to both learn and apply
knowledge. As a self-professed ‘wino’ she
takes note of wine and food pairings trends
and incorporates her lessons whenever
she can. She explains that for the most
part as wine lovers, we tend to stick to
safe pairings of white wines with white
meat or fish dishes and light pastas. For

“IT’S AN ART DRIVEN BY

heart, feeling
and lots of
love.”
the red wines, we pair with darker meats.
But notes that she has found it more
complicated when spicy sauces are a part
of the mix. “It is still a learning process
for me, but I have found it works when
I consider choosing a wine based on its
body, aroma and the structure of the dish.”
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Lamb Surf & Turf

.
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Cauliflower Steaks
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his rising young chef has quickly learned that
cooking for her family at home, to cooking today
for a growing clientele requires much more than a
heart of love. She applies strategy based on theme,
menu design, client preferences, budget, availability of product and
type of food service required. She thinks of the method of cooking,
food textures, flavour and presentation, and in those moments, she
also thinks ahead to her equipment, her workspace and assistance
available. A bit more than “Mom, what’s for dinner, right?”
By the look and aroma of things, she’s doing a great job.

Quick 6 with Chef Allison

.

.

What’s your favourite comfort meal?
My comfort meal is Oxtail.

What was the most challenging dish you have ever
created?

Most challenging thing I have tried even at home is making
croissants. It is a very involved process.

What are your 3 greatest strengths?

I’m a hard worker, I’m ambitious and I’m genuine.

How do you evaluate your success as a chef?

I honestly think I have grown tremendously in a short period
of time. I am able to express my curiosity, eagerness and drive
through different flavours and food groups.

What is your favourite wine?

I have a lot of favourites! I am a wino (laughs) because I drink
wine everyday. But my favourite is a Kim Crawford Sauvignon
Blanc.

Where do you see yourself in 5 years?

I see myself owning a restaurant either here in Jamaica or
overseas. The sky is the limit and I will do anything to shine
and be the best I can be about something that I am so passionate
about.
Email: allyskitchen876@gmail.com
Tel: (876) 883-7211
Instagram: chefallip and allyskitchen
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Wine Pairing
MEIOMI PINOT NOIR

Gril ed Lamb Chops with
Blue Cheese Mint Sauce/Green Pepper Jelly
Ingredients
3 lamb chops
1/2 tbsp olive oil and 2 tsp olive oil
1 tbsp fresh mint
1 tbsp crumbled blue cheese
2 cloves garlic
Pinch of coarse sea salt and 2 tsp coarse salt for seasoning
of lamb
» 2 pinches of black pepper
»
»
»
»
»
»

.

.

Blue Cheese Mint Sauce
Chop up the mint leaves, rosemary and garlic. Add a pinch of
black pepper and the blue cheese and place in blender with 2 tsp
olive oil. Blend for a few seconds.

Lamb Chops:
Grilling Tip: whenever you are grilling meat let it come to room
temperature before you place on grill.
Season lamb with olive oil, sea salt and pepper and marinate for
30 minutes before placing on grill. When grill is ready, cook both
sides of the lamb on grill for about 3 to 5 mins turning once or
until you have reached the desired doneness.

Grilled Lobster
»
»
»
»
»
»
»
»
»
»

1 lobster tail
1 1/2 tsp paprika
1 tsp garlic powder
1 tsp black pepper
1/4 cup olive oil
1/2 tbsp lemon juice
1/2 lemon
1/2 scotch bonnet pepper
Sea salt for taste
3 garlic cloves (roasted) optional

Directions
Split tails lengthwise with large knife and spread the shell apart
and gently loosen the meat, leaving it fastened at the fan end. Pull
up gently, press the empty halves of the shell back together and
rest the tail meat on top.
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Tip: To help loosen the
meat from the shell, insert
an upside down teaspoon
between the underside
of the shell and the meat.
The shape of the spoon
conforms to the segments
of the shell which helps to
separate the meat without
shredding.

Rinse lobster tails under
cool water and pat dry
with paper towel. Look
for the vein that runs
lengthwise of the tail,
remove and discard it.
Squeeze a lemon over the
tail. Mix seasoning with
oil and the reserved lemon
juice. Brush meat side of tail
with marinade and set aside
Pre-heat grill and place
rock tails meat side down
on grill 5 to 6 minutes until
well scored. Turn over lobster
and cook another 5 minutes,
brushing often with remaining
marinade. Lobster is done when it
is opaque and firm to touch. (You
can serve lobster with a butter sauce
and fresh lemon, and add the roasted
garlic).
Insert the green pepper jelly as
optional under ingredients. We placed
the blue cheese mint sauce and pepper jelly
to the side in the sea shells
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LAMB SURF & TURF
PHOTOGRAPHY:DWAYNE WATKINS
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Wine Pairing
BARTON & GUESTIER SAUVIGNON BLANC

Cauliflower Steaks

with Herb Salsa

.

.

Ingredients:
» 1 tsp red wine
vinegar
» 5 tsp lemon juice
» 1/2 tsp lemon zest
» 3 garlic cloves, mined
» 1 large head of cauliflower
» 2 1/2 tsp chopped cilantro
» 1/4 cup parsley
» 1/2 tsp complete seasoning
» 1/2 tbsp of English mustard
» 1/2 tbsp Dijon mustard grained with wine
» 1/4 cup extra virgin olive oil
» 2 tbsp coconut oil
» 1/2 cup dry white wine
» Salt and pepper to taste

For the Salsa Sauce:
In a large bowl, whisk the parsley with the cilantro, garlic,
mustards and olive oil. Stir lemon juice and vinegar into
the salsa mix.

Directions:
Cut the cauliflower from top to bottom into 1/4 inch thick
steaks. Season with salt and pepper. In a large skillet, heat the
coconut oil until very hot. Add the cauliflower in a single layer
and cook over heat until browned at least for 3 minutes on
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each side. Carefully
f lip the caulif lower
steaks, add wine and cook
until it has evaporated and the
cauliflower can be easily pierced with
a knife.
Transfer the cauliflower to a platter and
sprinkle with lemon zest. Spoon the salsa sauce
on the cauliflower and serve immediately.
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For The Love of Pizza!
BY AVA GARDNER • STYLED BY: KIMBERLEY DUNKLEY • PHOTOGRAPHY: DWAYNE WATKINS

With the island’s influx of new pizzerias and restaurants offering pizza menus and
varieties, it’s a great time for everyone’s favourite pie. Whether you’re vegetarian,
lacto-vegetarian, or a so-called “meat lover”, Indulge has compiled a list of the top
pizza spots to go to island wide. So, get your taste buds and fingers ready, because,
yes, there is an “i” in pizza!
VOL. II - ISSUE 1 • 2017
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Tamarind Continental
A personal favourite for pizzas,
moreover fusion pizzas, is Tamarind
Continental in Barbican’s Orchid
Village Plaza. It offers an array of
pizzas on its international cuisineinspired menu, from traditional
European to Thai style to Portuguese
peri peri sauced pizzas to the crowd’s
and restaurateur, Vivek Chatani’s
fusion favourite - Butter Chicken
pizza. “It’s a blend of Indian and
Italian cuisine combining two classic
dishes into one delicious meal”, says
Chatani. At Tamarind Continental,
the brainchild of Chatani’s other
restaurant, Tamarind, restaurantgoers also have the option of
customizing their pizzas. Other
unique flavourful pizzas Chatani
recommends are the Red Thai Curry
and the Sweet Chili.
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Rafaelle’s Gourmet Pizzeria
Nestled across from Tamarind Continental is a quaint restaurant simply
known locally as Rafaelle’s. With favourites such as its BBQ Chicken pizza
and its Naples pizza with delicious gorgonzola; Rafaelle’s is the perfect
spot for a first date with the look and feel of a real little pizza shop with
Italian memorabilia.
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Alfredo Pizza from Pizzaland

.

.

Pizzaland
Pizzaland is
one of the newest
additions to Italian
restaurants in the
island by Italian couple,
Giorgio Galbiati and
Lenni Valsoani. Pizzaland
is located in Liguanea Plaza
and offers a range of pizzas from
the traditional “Sally” to MakeYour-Own to something we have all
subconsciously wished for - Alfredo
pizza.

Mi-Hungry Whol’-some Food
Don’t let this solar cooking vegetarian
restaurant dissuade you. Restaurant-goers swear
by Mi-Hungry’s sun-cooked pizzas, otherwise
called, Pleazas. Pleazas are made with a savoury
crust of dehydrated seeds and grains topped with
fresh vegetarian toppings of your choice and a perfect
cheese substitute, sunflower seeds. If you know the benefits
of eating raw, this is real holistic food courtesy of vegan
chef I-Wara with two locations - Kingston’s Marketplace and
Mandeville’s Superior Plaza.
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La Pizzeria
Another new addition to the restaurant scene is La Pizzeria by
restaurateurs, Tarquinio Calderelli and Gloria Palomino. With
Italian chef Massimiliano Proner at the fulcrum, La Pizzeria
is turning out delicious pizzas, from its Bruschetta pizza to
Jerk Pork pizza to the covetous Capricciosa. “We aim to give
Jamaicans a taste of the real thin crust, flavourful Italian pizza”,
says Calderelli. La Pizzeria’s menu also offers Pizza by the Yard.
You read that right. Calderelli adds, “Unique to La Pizzeria,
we make “Pizza by the Yard”, three feet of thin crust pizza
with five of your favourite toppings served on a long serving
board.” Now, how fun would it be to drink wine and share a
yard-sized pizza with a group of friends in the beautiful Devon
House’s Grog Shoppe?

Pizza-by-the-Yard with 1. Jerk Chicken 2. Jamaican 3. Proscuitto and Pineapple 4. Capricciosa 5. Arugula 6. Bruschetta
.

.
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Fromage
Everyone’s favourite bistro with now two locations in Kingston
- Hillcrest and Marketplace - offers a selection of pizza-like
flatbreads with mouthwatering options such as, the St. Tropez,
Casablanca, Roquefort and the simple but tasty, Bacon and Brie
with cranberries. Let’s all retract our tongues for a moment.

Pizza King
Since I was a kid, Pizza King continues to be making the best
pies in Ocho Rios. Offering traditional but a tasty pizza menu,
Pizza King is located in Simmonds Plaza on Main Street. Locals
swear by this place!

.

.
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Pizza Please
Fairly new to the island, Pizza Please
in Village Plaza is selling pizza by
the slice which is perfect when one
simply cannot decide what to order.
So, if you’re craving Arrabiata, Bacon
and Parmesan, as well as, a Jamaican
fusion, Callaloo pizza, at Pizza Please,
you can actually have it all. With new
options everyday (as I’m writing this,
there’s a mutton pizza on the menu
today), you also have the option to
quickly and easily build a box of a
variety of its rectangular slices. “Our
menu is continuously evolving”, says
owner, Pietro Giuliani, “we have
different pizza varieties every day,
including pizzas with jackfruit, pak
choi, ackee, red herring, lobster, fish,
mutton.”
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RRich’s Pizza
Bringing Manor Centre back to
life with other new food eateries is
RRich’s Pizza. With varieties such
as Ackee, Callaloo, Apple, Tuna,
and Mackerel pizza, RRich’s is a
new interesting spot to check out.
“Our menu consists of pizzas with
local toppings and allows customers
to mix their toppings”, says RRich’s
manager, Taniesha Phillips.

Caffé Da Vinci
Now relocated to Ocho Rios, Italian chef and restaurateur, Alessandra
Bartolini’s Caffé Da Vinci continues to offer its extensive pizza menu. Located
over a beautiful pond of water in the town’s Island Village, Caffé Da Vinci
is serving pizzas like, the Fornarina con Prosciutto Crudo, Rustica, Four
Cheeses, the Romana, and Da Vinci, which is simply mozzarella and pesto.
Yes, this list is making us too hungry again for pizza.

The Italian Café
Already an Indulge favourite spot in the West, our list would not be complete without The Italian Café. Their seafood pizza ranks
high among the best anywhere on the island. Lobster, shrimp, green peppers, onion, sprinkled with red pepper flakes and owner
Kenny’s ‘Jamtalian’ flair, makes this cheesy seafood dish a diner’s delight.
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Wine Pairing
SANTA MARGHERITA PINOT GRIGIO

Cauliflower Rice

PHOTOGRAPHY: DWAYNE WATKINS

S"v$ 4

Ingredients:
»
»
»
»
»
»
»
»
»
»
.

.

1 head of cauliflower grated
2 small carrots
1 large sweet pepper diced
1 onion diced
½ cup broccoli
2 heads of garlic finely chopped
3 tbsp Oyster Sauce
3 tbsp Vegetable Hoisin Sauce
6 tbsp Sesame Oil
Scotch Bonnet Pepper (to taste)

Directions:
Grate cauliflower (using large side of
1grater)
and set aside.

carrots, sweet pepper & onions and
2set Dice
aside. Cut broccoli into small heads and set
aside.

3bowl.Finely chop garlic and set aside in a separate
Using a large sauté pan or wok, heat 3 tbsps
4of sesame
oil. (You can use olive oil and sesame
seeds as a substitute)

When oil gets hot, stir cauliflower for 3
5minutes.
*Cauliflower retains water, so be sure

to cook first without seasonings to maintain rice
like texture.

6

Remove cauliflower from the pot and set aside in
a bowl.

Add remaining 3 tbsps of sesame oil and allow to heat up. Add
7garlic,
broccoli, carrots, sweet peppers and onions. Cook until all

ingredients are soft. Then add cauliflower, oyster sauce & vegetable
hoisin sauce (& scotch bonnet if desired). Cook for 2 minutes then
serve immediately with your favourite protein.
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Escape. Greatly

Great Escape Restaurant
PHOTOGRAPHY: DWAYNE WATKINS

I ordered the Coffee Spice Rubbed Tenderloin because of its stellar reputation. My friend had
recently dined at Great Escape Restaurant during her bi-annual family vacation at Jewel Resorts
in Runaway Bay. She reported to me in detail on the Coffee Spice Rubbed Tenderloin. Topped
with herbed butter, the meat is slightly crusted on the outside, and tender, flavourful and juicy
on the inside. There is a lingering richness and warmth that makes this favourite on the menu
a consistent hit. It might be the succulence of the local meat used in the dish, or the obvious
farm-freshness of the accompanying herbs and spices – not entirely sure. But the thought of a
combination of coffee and meat is exciting to me and in order to achieve a complete trio of my
favourite things, all I had to do was order a bottle of a perfectly paired red wine. Done!

.

.

Coffee-spiced rubbed Tenderloin of Beef with Escallions and Coconut Butter
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Jerk Chicken Cigars

.

.

Appleton-Glazed Salmon

T

he menu offers a substantive range of
options from a Red Peas and Coconut
Cream Soup to Sugarcane Skewered
Jerk Pork Loin and Appleton Guava
Glazed Salmon, and include guaranteed favourites such as Steamed
Snapper. Lunch and dinner menus are differentiated by lighter, more
daytime-friendly choices, while maintaining the restaurants’ stylish flair
and exceptional flavour for both service periods.
The original 1963 film The Great Escape chronicles the exciting journey to
freedom for several inmates who made good their journey through creative and
ingenious thinking. The story has been referenced time and time again in a variety
of genres, and now here, at this motif-inspired restaurant, fortune favours the brave
and bold steps outside of the box of tradition are rewarded. Creative meal presentations
are the icing on the cake, as if you’re being served a work of art on a platter. Lava
stones and wooden planks replace bone china and jewelry trinkets make for service
with a smile. It’s the design and not the devil in the detail, which raises the culinary
bar and turns up the dining ante. Great Escape Restaurant offers a departure from the
ordinary and an arrival at the North Coast dining destination that can easily inspire
even the most discerning palate.
Chef Mark Scott is no stranger to catering to the diverse tastes of both tourist and
local diners who flock to the restaurant each day. He’s been with Great Escape since
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it’s doors opened last August, but he’s been
in the industry for over 20 years. Mark has
been setting exciting dining trends as the
Executive Chef at Jewel Resorts for the
past 4 years and is inspired to tantalize
diners with his out-of-the-box ideas for
taste and presentation. He’s thrilled to
see that local diners have become more
adventurous and are willing to take
culinary risks – he just makes sure that
there is always a reward!
I was full when it was time for dessert,
but I was unable to resist the idea of
Hazelnut Ganache and Fried Brioche.
I instantly remembered the first time I
enjoyed brioche. I had just received my
exam result at the end of a particularly
difficult semester in Poly Sci while back
in University many moons ago. I aced the
test and remember going with a group of
friends to a French Patisserie in downtown
Toronto to celebrate. I ordered a chocolate
brioche and remember literally closing
my eyes as I savoured every bite of what
was up to that time, the lightest, most
perfect dessert I’d ever had. Now truth
be told, I’m not sure if the brioche was
that good, or if I was simply on a natural
high, but sitting here miles away and years
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Skewered Jerk Pork

apart from that sweet memory, I felt the
same thrilling feeling. The Hazelnut
Ganache and Fried Brioche at Great
Escape was perfect. “Sinful” is how Chef
Scott described it. And I have to say that I
agree. It’s amazing how all those memories
came rushing back, just because of one
simple sweet indulgence, and for a fleeting
moment. I escaped in thought.
It would take several weeks of daily
visits to exhaust everything on the menu.
It’s a good thing I don’t live in Runaway
Bay! If you thought playing golf was the
only reason you’d ever check out a golf

clubhouse? Well now you know better.
Whether you’ve just completed a round
on the course or not, you’ll be treated
to an exquisite dining experience based
on fresh, local ingredients, a fusion of
Caribbean flavours and authentic Jamaican
hospitality. Wait staff offer exceptional
service and are keen to display an intimate
knowledge of the menu. Set against an
outstanding backdrop of rolling greenery
on a championship golf course, you are
left with little choice but to sit back, relax
and enjoy.
Your escape is complete.
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ADORE US ON
Facebook.com/KimCrawfordWines
Please enjoy our wines responsibly.
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Wine Pairing
GH MUMM BRUT CHAMPAGNE

Egg, Kale &
Bacon Muffins
.

.

6 S"v%gs

PHOTOGRAPHY: DWAYNE WATKINS

Ingredients:
» 6 eggs
» 1/2 cup kale
» 1 pack bacon or
Canadian bacon, diced
» ½ cup onion, diced

»
»
»
»
»

½ cup tomato, diced
½ cup Sweet Pepper, diced
Salt & pepper to taste
Optional:
Scotch Bonnet Pepper

» Sprinkle of grated cheese
(of your choosing)
» Muffin pan

Directions:
muffin pan with olive oil
1spraySprayor lightly
coat with olive oil or
butter.

2

Crack & whip eggs in a medium
sized bowl (for extra fluffy eggs, add a
dash of milk)

with olive oil). Once oil is hot, sauté
kale and bacon for about 2 minutes.
Remove from pan and set aside.

5

3

Sauté onions, tomato and sweet
pepper until soft. Once ingredients
are partially cooked, add bacon and
kale and toss around in pan for about
a minute.

4 Heat sauté pan with a quick
spray of olive oil spray (or lightly coat

Using a tablespoon or large
serving spoon, add cooked ingredients
in each of the muffin openings. Once

Chop kale in small pieces and set
aside.
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6

complete, pour egg mixture over all
ingredients until fully covered.

If you choose to add cheese,
7sprinkle
a small amount on top of
each muffin mix.

for 6-8 minutes in oven at
8350Cook
degrees F.

*This recipe is also great for meal prep
as these muffins can be refrigerated and
warmed up the next day or used as a snack
throughout the day.
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Wine Pairing
ROBERT MONDAVI PINOT NOIR

.

SAUSAGE
STUFFED
PEPPERS

.

PHOTOGRAPHY: DWAYNE WATKINS

S"v$ 4
Ingredients:
»
»
»
»
»

4 large sweet peppers (varying colours)
2 large Caribbean Passion Chorizo or Jerk Sausages
1 onion, diced
1 clove garlic
¼ cup grated pepper jack cheese

Directions:

1 Using a food processor, mince sausages.
core of sweet peppers by cutting around the
2stemRemove
and remove all seeds.

diced onion and chopped garlic to sausages and mix
3wellAddtogether.

4

Lightly coat sauté pan with olive oil. When oil is
hot, add sausage mixture and cook until onions become
translucent.

small amount of cheese into the bottom of each
5sweetSprinkle
pepper.

Add sausage mixture and stuff pepper to the top.
6Sprinkle
more cheese on top of the peppers and bake at 350

degrees F for approximately 4 minutes.
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TABLE & CHEERS

The fusion of Mexican food and
Jamaican flavours and culture that
give Chilitos its signature taste and
style is a result of a storied history,
a grand cast and a few happy
coincidences. The sophisticated and
stylish fusion restaurant currently
residing at 88 Hope Road, is a far
cry from its shabby chic roots of
almost 10 years past.
.

.

PHOTOGRAPHY: DWAYNE WATKINS
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Taquitos w/ enchiladas
sauce (menu item that
has to be specifically
requested)

O

riginal owners and conceptualizers, the Carby
family’s Julio, Nadia and Loraine, children of
Jamaican dad Altamont Carby and Mexican mom
Lordes, opened Chilitos in 2007 as a fast casual
restaurant specializing in Mexican street favourites. “Little
Chili” or Chilitos, was a combination of their grandmother’s
Mexican recipes handed down to them through their mom
and their own Jamaican heritage.
While Julio perfected the fusion over trial and error years,
Loraine and Nadia were responsible for its now famously
comfy and rustic vibe. The tortillas and taco shells that are
the base of most menu items, share plate space with the
Jamaican scotch bonnet and other Caribbean seasonings
that give Chilito’s meats their signature flavour.
Christopher Boxe and Craig Hammond, originally workers
at Chilitos 10 years ago, became close friends with the Carby
siblings. Not wanting to see the doors of what had become
like a home to them close when the last of the Carbys returned
to Mexico, they took on what seemed like the gargantuan
task of turning Chilitos around in 2015, after it had taken
a noticeable dip in customers and service.
Their first big decision was to move the restaurant. While
the original location gave of itself to form the homey, slightly
off kilter vibe that most Chilitos regulars enjoyed, they
realized that if they wanted to see it reach its true potential,
they needed a space that they could grow into and make
their own.
.

.

Ackee and Plantain Burrito
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T

he lot at 88 Hope Road presented the
perfect and quite literal blank canvas for
the new owners to make Chilitos what
they always knew it could be. Staying
true to its fast casual roots and outdoorsy
vibe, the new space, built and designed
entirely from the ground up, elevates the brand from shabby to
sophisticated with a large open floor plan and a modern take on
wood and metal décor.
If you loved the old spot, the new Chilitos is determined to
hold on to its reputation for a warm welcome and a bit of quirk.
The space is full of bright colours, paying homage to its Mexican

.

roots with a beautiful mural of the famous Frida Kahlo gracing
its entrance, and intends to celebrate its Jamaican roots, with
more large mural pieces by young Jamaican artists.
Co-owner Christopher, a chef and caterer in his own right
continues to improve on the traditional recipes and add new
Jamaican fusions, while Craig, a micro-biologist and brew master
by trade, concocts Chilitos’ seasonal cocktails and works on
their own specialty brewed beer that will be available on tap
this summer.
If you plan to sit and dine at the restaurant, you’ll enjoy midrange prices across the menu, but the restaurant tries to cater to
everyone’s budget by offering cheap eats on any of its discount

.

Jerk Chicken Nacho Supreme
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days. Taco Tuesdays, their most popular day, features Jamaican
fusion tacos at only $200 and usually has the restaurant at capacity
for most of the day. Margarita Mondays and Burrito Fridays offer
similar discounted menu items at $250 and $500 respectively.
With large expansion plans in the works that include a possible
new location, a food truck, and being able to get their signature
sauces and salsas in a fridge or cupboard near you, it seems that
Chilitos has another great 10 years ahead

Beef Tacos

.
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DECANTED

JUST CHILL

BY DEBRA TAYLOR

.

.
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We have all heard at one time
or another that: “white wines
are to be served cold and red
wines at room temperature”…
but what does that really
mean? We have to remember
that ‘room temperature’ here
in Jamaica is different from the
room temperature referred to in
many wine-producing countries.
Average room temperature in
Jamaica is between 80 to 90
degrees Fahrenheit. In many
wine regions, room temperatures
hovering between 60 to 70
degrees are accepted as normal.

.

S

o with that in mind, it goes without saying that we must regulate our
temperatures when serving wines – both red and white!
“I’m a firm believer red wines served 5 degrees under room
temperature—like between 65 and 68 degrees—will taste a hell of a lot
better,” says Fred Dexheimer, Master Sommelier at The Black House at The Straw
Valley Restaurant in Durham, North Carolina. “You get all of the vibrancy and
freshness. When red wines are too warm, all you do is get alcohol, fruit and oak.”
Most wine bottles today will tell you the ideal serving temperature and there are
a multitude of gadgets that will help determine whether your wine has reached the
ideal temperature. However, to keep it very simple and relatable, we’ve covered
your chilling options and created a quick view chart just for you. If you have a wine
fridge, regular fridge or freezer, or if you’re using a simple ice bucket to chill, here
are our chill recommendations for the basic styles of wine.

The ideal temperatures to Indulge at:
Wine

Fridge

Freezer

Ice Bucket
with Water

Red

40 minutes

10 minutes

5 minutes

White/Rose

2.5 hours

30 minutes

20 minutes

Champagne/Sparkling

3.5 hours

50 minutes

30 minutes

Sweet

3.5 hours

50 minutes

30 minutes

Cheers to maximizing aroma and flavour. This you can try at home ;)
Go ahead and indulge!
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ON THE FARM

Coffee Country

Photography: Dwayne Watkins
.

.

“Mi cawfee, mi
cawfee, mi bowl o’
boiling cawfee in
di morning.”

The old Jamaican folk song renders a melody almost as rich and sweet as the drink it sings
about. Of all the many things that Jamaica is known for, our coffee is one of the tastiest, perhaps the most aromatic and definitely the most popular.

C

offee in Jamaica has a well-documented at Flamstead Estate however, was first recorded in
history from its introduction in 1728, 1764. Popularity of the product paired with natural
by the then Governor of Jamaica Sir progression of modernization of methods and
Nicholas Lawes, to the island’s current procedures throughout the years, established Flamstead
coveted position as a key source of the always-in- Estate as a premium trader on the world stage, supplying
demand, world-leading consumer product. Production markets in Asia, Europe and the USA.
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I

n Mavis Bank, a small town in
the cool (sometimes cold) hills of
St. Andrew, not very far from the
world famous Blue Mountain peak,
you’ll find a district called Flamstead. In
Flamstead, you’ll find Flamstead Estate, a
coffee farm with vestiges of a family whose
inherent love for its production is as strong
as the drink itself. In 1982, Ambassador
Carlyle Dunkley, Chairman and founder
of Blue Mountain Coffee Venture Limited,
acquired a section of the Flamstead property
and began farming coffee. He established
the first of three farms, which are today
managed and operated by Blue Mountain
Coffee Venture Limited, a family owned
company. Today, the second-generation
management team led by Stephen Dunkley
who is committed to producing the best
Jamaica Blue Mountain coffee and proud
of the mantra that business with their
company is the building of a relationship
not the completion of a transaction.
Flamstead Estate farm stands 3,300
feet above sea level in the Blue Mountain
Forest reserve and differentiates itself
from other coffee farms by preserving
what many would consider to be outdated
procedures. The process is an intimate
and intricate one which uses sustainable
agricultural practices to ensure water
and soil conservation. Perfect cherry-red
berries are hand-picked and accepted same
day to their state of the art wet mill.
The wet mill first separates qualities
using density and size; first grade coffee
is physically separated from second
grade coffee beans. With focus on being
environmentally friendly, pulp skins are
sent to composting bins, and reused in
Flamstead fields ensuring minimal impact
on their sprawling farms. Rain harvesting
and water recycling reduce the impact on
the environment. Like all the terrain in
the area, the farm benefits tremendously
from the misty and foggy conditions
during the dry season.
.

.
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A bird’s eye view of
a part of Flamstead
Coffee Farm in the
Blue Mountains
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Ripe for
the picking
– coffee
beans,
still on the
branch
and almost
ready to be
picked

.

.

P

TRADITIONAL JAMAICAN
FERMENTATION METHODS…

bring out
the best
taste profile
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ulped beans are carefully fermented using the traditional
Jamaican fermentation methods - once popular, but
no longer practiced by commercial operations today.
Moisture content is reduced by drying wet parchment
on raised wooden trays. This method of drying was discontinued in
Jamaica in favour of concrete patios, but is maintained at Flamstead
as a gentler, more predictable and personal way of managing
moisture. On rainy days, moisture quality is maintained by using
propane gas fired dryers to complete batches. “It brings out the best
taste profile of the beans,” Stephen shares. The fermentation wash
is added back to the pulp skins and creates a healthy environment
for earthworms.
Dry coffee parchment is
rested in a humidity controlled,
wood-paneled storeroom for a
minimum of 10 weeks, allowing
the beans time to settle and
the flavours to emerge. Beans
are then separated by size and
density, ensuring removal of
defective beans.
“Our coffee, green or roasted, is independently assessed by
the Coffee Industry Board, a Jamaican government agency with
primary responsibility for quality assurance of exports. Our beans
are shipped to our markets only after receiving the qualified
certification of the Coffee Industry Board” Stephen shares.
Since 1994, Flamstead Estate has been marketed in select
segments of the Asian and European markets. A relationship
formed 23 years ago in 1994, continues today with Wataru &
Company Limited of Japan being a lead distributor of Flamstead
coffee in that market. In 2005, through Edmonds Coffee of
London, England, the strong Jamaican coffee began distribution
in select market segments in the UK and Europe.
US premium retail chain Nordstrom now sells Flamstead
Estate coffee. The natural growth progression for development
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of new markets was heralded by Flamstead
Estate’s entrance to the US market with a
proverbial bang. With 349 stores in the
US, Canada and Puerto Rico, Nordstrom’s
addition of a new, high quality brand to
offer their customers, is sanctioned by
coffee drinkers as “one of the best Jamaica
Blue Mountain coffees ever”.
“We are always assessing opportunities
and the introduction of our superb
coffee appreciated by the discriminating
consumer, confirms to us that we offer the
experience of the best coffee in the world.
Flamstead Estate Jamaica Blue Mountain,
is appreciated and consistently selected
over others,” explains Stephen. Nordstrom
has doubled the volume of its 2016 order of
Flamstead Estate Jamaica Blue Mountain
Peaberry coffee.
With plans to enter the China market
in 2017, Flamstead Estate has its sights
set on deeper infiltration in the global
coffee industry, while other markets,
including the Jamaica and the Caribbean,
will enjoy the perks of refreshed branding,
new packaging and the introduction of a
simple, yet sophisticated personal coffee
brewer. Flamstead Estate is committed
to ensuring consistency in the brew of
their product at home, office or restaurant –
wherever consumers have the opportunity
to enjoy the highly favoured beverage.
.

.

Sip On This… Flamstead Estate Coffee Facts:
Single Estate Name: Flamstead Estate
Founder: Ambassador Carlyle Dunkley in 1982
Region: Jamaica Blue Mountains
Micro-region: Flamstead St. Andrew
Altitude: 1,171 M
Variety: Arabica Typica and Geisha
Shade Trees: Banana, Plantain and Inga Vera trees
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Processing Method: Fermented with natural spring water
Mucilage Removal: Hand Washed
Drying Method: Either sun-drying on wooden trays and/or
mechanical
Flowering Period: August-September
Harvesting Period: December-May
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Meat Matters

.

.

The Butcher Block Gourmet Store
PHOTOGRAPHY: DWAYNE WATKINS

In an imaginary world of indulgences without consequences, I think I’d eat meat everyday of
life. I’m a lover of red meat. So discovering The Butcher Block Gourmet Store in Ocho Rios was
just what I needed to have happen.

T

he small
bistro
on Main
Street
in the
popular
tourist town is the dainty and
demure face of its strong and
powerful big brother nestled around
the back. It has been a strange, yet
recurring daydream of mine to be
able to experience the inside of a
meat freezer. No joke. Today would
be my chance since Gregory the
Butcher, was beaming with pride at
his almost perfect storage and prep
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facility. Truthfully, the setup would head butcher who leads a team that
probably impress even the strictest share his passion for the product.
health code inspector.
“Our vision is to provide quality
I checked out the retail store products,” Gregory starts off, “…
and found in one location, all the from our locally sourced spices
sauces, condiments, spices, cheeses, and condiments, to our wines
deli meats, aged rib eye, pastrami, and cheeses and our pride and joy
prosciutto, coffee and juices that – deli meats to special cuts. Our
we could ask for. Oh, and wine.
team members are trained to assist
Over an interesting food- with all customer needs including
inspired conversation with Gregory recommendations on the finest
the Butcher, I ordered a quick coffee cuts, especially for the meat-lover
and learned more about the shop, who may not know exactly what
while sitting in full anticipation they want.”
of my impending meat room tour.
Imagine an old-time butcher
Gregory Burrowes is the CEO and shop paired with the trimmings
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of a modern day specialty grocery store and neighborhood
gourmet meat market, all rolled into one. It is as eclectic as it
sounds. The Butcher Block Gourmet Store is a unique retail
combination where the range of grocery products presents the
ideal complements to the meals their customers love to prepare.
Gregory speaks proudly of the company’s establishment of
supporting Jamaica’s local farmers with the resources they need
to produce premium, hormone-free beef. The finest cuts of beef,
lamb, veal and pork are locally sourced and readily available. “Our
meats come from an impressive union of Jamaican farmers who
have benefitted from a substantive investment in training and
resources provided by Butcher Block principals. Farmers receive
instruction in sustainable livestock practices, animal welfare and and Public Health Regulations and Policies very seriously.
natural and beneficial operating procedures. The cows are grassIn addition to selections from the attractive display case in
fed, hormone free and all hail from the cool hills of a cross-section the café, Butcher Block Gourmet Store will custom cut for
of parishes throughout Jamaica. Butchers are taught and adhere to their customers. They are proud to offer top-quality produce
rigorous food safety procedural guidelines and delivery practices, from well-trained and knowledgeable team members whose
which ensure that from farm to barn, the meat you purchase is guarantee of ethically sourced produce is the hallmark of a
maintained that the highest possible standards”.
first-world operation.
The temperature-controlled warehouse where the meat is
What are the advantages of buying at a meat shop versus the
stored is a meat-lover’s dream. Rows of neatly hung parts, grocery store? Freshness of course! They guarantee the freshest
arranged according to cut and variety, line the room marked by and finest aged meats are delivered fresh from the butcher block
the cleanliness and precision expected of a medical laboratory. to your back yard. What more could a meat lover ask for?
Jamaican standard regulators have had a long history of
Place your order before Wednesday of that week and you’ll
meticulousness and with the influx of new food-based businesses, receive your order on Thursdays in Kingston and on Fridays in
it’s comforting to know that establishments such as The Butcher Montego Bay.
Block take adherence to the dictates of the National Food Safety
Shops 3 & 4, Shoppes of Pineapple, Main Street, Ocho Rios
876-633-3790
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ROAD TRIP

.

.

Negril
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Zimbali Retreat
BY YHULI J • PHOTOGRAPHY: DENISE MASON

A road trip is the perfect opportunity to forget your worries, get lost, make memories and
hang with friends. Some of the best road trips ever are the ones that take you to unchartered
territories; those special escapes where you can completely disappear, leaving your worries and
woes behind. You know, the journeys that leave you feeling healed and whole. Without a doubt,
this most recent road trip with two of my favourite gal pals, into the country and along the
lush green hills, just above the beautiful Negril beaches, left a holistic, relaxed and rejuvenated
feeling that has us desiring more.
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Z

imbali Retreat! In Zulu, the
word Zimbali means the valley
of flowers, most accurate for
the lush green oasis that we
stumbled upon in the hills
of Westmoreland. Well not
really stumbled upon, but experienced. It’s nestled in
a mountain valley, complemented by a river, numerous
fruit trees and vegetation, this farmland retreat is
indeed a hidden treasure. If you’re a naturalist like me,
there’s something that happens to the spirit when it
comes into contact with nature - a transformation of
the soul and an enlightening of the mind; a peace that
engulfs the spirit. This was my soul’s natural reaction
to the Zimbali Retreat. The earthy brown wooden
décor, complemented by the delicate touches of bright
tropical colours ushered a warm welcoming feeling. As
this is no by happenstance type of trip, after a long
drive through the mountainous terrain, the welcome
was much appreciated.
The aesthetic, complemented by the warmth of the
staff made the day feel homely; like a long country
visit to somewhere seemingly familiar. The quaint
wooden cottages scattered throughout the property
were adorned by the lush green backdrop of the
hillsides. I took note of lots of banana trees around
and remembered learning as a child that banana
trees stored water. Maybe that’s why, on a typically
hot and humid day, the place still felt so cool. I got
lost in the moment.
The Zimbali Retreat is an ideal born out of the belief
in a simpler way of living which merges the simplicity
found in Rastafarian culture and philosophies of a
seemingly more worldly, Western way of living. The
idea for the combination of the two cultures came out
of the merging of two souls with a common desire.
Alecia and Mark, purveyors of Zimbali Retreat,
joined their cultures and their dreams for guests to
experience the tranquility that radiates from Zimbali.
As much as we were enamoured by Zimbali, we
were equally excited to try the food. With an online
and word-of-mouth reputation of tasty excellence,
we were more than eager to prove it to ourselves. If
you eat with your eyes, which so many of us do, the
beautifully plated dishes and richly coloured and
flavourful juices that greeted us at Zimbali, would
make you just as hungry too.
The chefs at Zimbali Retreat rely completely
.

No Meat Coconut Sushi with Carrot and Cucumber

.
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Coconut Water Pumpkin Soup
with Heavy Coconut Cream and
Natural Seasonings
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Ripe Banana with Salsa Dip
and Sorrel Reduction

Pineapple, Star Fruit, Papaya
and Mango-Stuffed Chicken
Breast on a Cedar Plank

.

on the land to produce, feed and fuel the guests. The organic
farm features a variety of ground provisions, fruits and nuts
like plantains, coconuts, bananas, ackee, papaya, lychees and
grapefruits, all used as ingredients in some of the most delectable
dishes. There are no standard menus used at Zimbali. Not
surprising as this is definitely not your standard place to eat.
Chefs are tasked with preparing unique and creative dishes each
day, using only the freshest ingredients available on the farm that
day. The meals prepared at Zimbali cater to a healthier palate
and feature a predominantly vegetarian menu; so delicious and
unique that even the habitual meat-eater would be impressed
with the fullness of flavours. For the most part, dishes consist
of options between fish, chicken, shrimp or vegetarian, served
in dynamic ways. The chefs are careful to consider unusual food
pairings and interesting combinations, all prepared with care and
precision right there in front of you. It’s a journey for your taste
buds as seemingly ordinary foods found in the gardens of many
Jamaicans, are transformed to gourmet delicacies.
I couldn’t help but think of how much our gardens can yield.
From dasheen and okra to peppers and ginger and everything
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around and in between, Zimbali is testament to the recent
Jamaican adage of growing what we eat and eating what we
grow. With ‘optimum health and self-sufficiency as the goal’ at
Zimbali, they can take a bow at having raised the culinary bar
and set a standard that though not easily duplicated, it should
be often imitated.
The beauty of the space around, the warmth of the staff and
the taste of the food, left us wanting for nothing, but more.
“Throw in the old world charm of the people and natural peace
of nature and there is nothing you should want for while staying
at Zimbali.”
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ONE STOP DRIVA

.

.
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BY NORMA KERR • PHOTOGRAPHY: DWAYNE WATKINS

Claudette’s
Curry

Jamaicans love a curried goat! It is one of our most popular and traditional meals here in Jamaica, having its curried history steeped in the vestiges of Jamaica’s Indian population. In years gone by, curried goat was reserved
for special occasions namely weddings, funerals and other large gatherings. But today, if you’re in the restaurant
business as a provider of traditional Jamaican dishes and your establishment doesn’t have ‘curry goat’ on the
menu, you stand a high chance of being overlooked as a choice destination for dining. Jamaicans love curried goat
so much that in many cases, it serves as a benchmark of a quality place to eat. “We don’t need no whole heap of
choices, just mek sure that the food taste good every time.” As explained to me by a diner in the small roadside establishment on the edge of Mandeville, Donald Hugh was only too happy to explain to me why he ate at Claudette’s
Top Class Restaurant almost every weekday. “No guessing or spelling, the food taste the same every single day. It
consistent,” he emphasized.
.

Y

ou know things are serious marinating periods of more porous meats.
when you are known for one
Claudette begins preparing her curried
particular dish on your menu . goat early in the morning and is ready to
At Claudette’s Top Class Res- begin serving Jamaica’s favourite lunch
taurant, on the cusp of Spur Tree Hill in almost immediately after her breakfast
Manchester, it’s all about the curried goat. crowd has left. In between those few
Though there may be choices, Claudette’s hours, some 300 plates of curried goat
steady stream of patrons don’t seem to mind are served each day. That’s a lot of goat!
that if they need to make a choice, they Claudette blends this ‘feisty’ curry powcan feel free to select between white rice der with the precision of a white-coated
or rice and peas, veggies or no. The choice laboratory technician, but only she knows
is not if you’re having the curried goat, it’s the formula and that’s the magic! It’s been
what you’re having with the curried goat tried and proven and meets the standards
that matters.
of her diners who return time after time
When done well, curried goat reveals for the perfectly spiced Jamaican favourite.
itself as one of the most tender and flavour- The marriage of the small cubes of ram
ful meats around. The meat chopped into goat meat and seasoning is done in large
cubes, is extremely receptive to seasonings pans to allow infusion. The process of slow
in a short timeframe, requiring shorter cooking culminates in curried goat worthy
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of the most discerning palates. “Dah goat
eat sweet man! Me eat it everyday!” commented John-John, a truck driver from
Junction, St. Elizabeth and regular customer at Claudette’s.
I soon found out the reason for the
passionate responses to my questions as
Claudette served me a plate. There was an
authenticity about the flavour - bold and
unmasked and a perfect accompaniment to
the ‘shelly’ white rice. If there’s a science
to cooking the perfect curried goat, then
Claudette is Einstein. When next you’re
in the area – make a quick one-stop at
Claudette’s Top Class Restaurant. She’ll
be more than happy to have you test her
theory of goat relativity.
Claudette’s Top Class Restaurant
Spur Tree Hill, Manchester
964-6452 or 398-6766
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CHECK INN

The rocky south
coast shoreline
lies still, serene
and welcoming.

.

.

The sleepy fishing village of
Whitehouse in Westmoreland
beckons you to escape to a place
where the sun shines brighter, its
rays feel warmer and it seems
to stay in the sky longer than
anywhere else in the island. The
people here walk a little slower,
laugh a bit harder and frown a lot
less than others. Or so it seems.

Your invitation to enjoy the small
southern coastal town in Jamaica
comes readily from an atmosphere
so easy and laid back, that it takes
less than a nanosecond to feel like
you belong. The afternoon dance of
the dolphins and the sparkle of the
stars in the evening, serve only to
sprinkle a sort of magic dust on an
already near-perfect getaway.

THIS. IS. ME.
There is a new paradigm in curating
a holiday lifestyle and villa life in
Jamaica stands at the pinnacle
of ultimate vacationing. Premium
service, fine accommodations and
exquisite culinary options fulfill the
basic needs of all guests and propel
those who indulge into a world of
select satisfaction.
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Amedis Vil a

BY MICHELLE GORDON • PHOTOGRAPHY: DWAYNE WATKINS

.

.

The stately 6-bedroom villa overlooks
the ocean and offers majestic views
from almost every angle.
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CROSS THE THRESHOLD OF AMEDIS AND YOU
ARE MET WITH A VIEW SO BREATHTAKING,

the gasps around
you resonate
loudly.
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The salt walter infinity
pool welcomes guests
after a workout in
the state-of-the-art
gym. Below: The
open air living room
offers ample space for
relaxation.

.

.

W

ith increasing frequency, the rocky shores
of the south are giving birth to properties
that challenge the boundaries of design
and excite the landscape of our island
destination. Jamaica’s South Coast holds the key to happiness
for those in the know. Amedis Villa is one of the villas that today,
form part of a growing community of private homes where owners
and guests alike, seek and find harmony and tranquility.
Cross the threshold of Amedis and you are met with a view
so breathtaking, the gasps around you resonate loudly. A few
steps in and suddenly, you seamlessly embrace the ocean in front
of you. But before you do, there’s a cocktail in your hand and a
smile on your face. Staffed by a resident team of 3, the sprawling
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6-bedroom villa was once owned by renowned Jamaican artist
Patrick Waldemar and still maintains his creative footprint.
His bold pieces adorn the walls of both the original structure
and the second level added by the new owners who fell in love
on their first visit to the seafront property three years ago.
Frederick “Bud” Brenner and Tara Verity fell in love with the
Whitehouse community a few years ago when Bud took Tara to
Jamaica to rest after she sustained a leg injury due to a bicycle
accident. Her six-week recovery period in Jamaica was the catalyst
for change that saw the couple buying the villa they so loved and
subsequently purchasing some 260 acres of land in the area for
development. This is where the busy couple takes refuge from
the demanding schedules that they both balance in the US, and
this is where they plan to retire.
Together with local contractor Peter Carbone, the owners
expanded the existing villa to transform the original space into
a now 5000 square foot luxury accommodation, complete with
six bedrooms, two swimming pools, a state-of-the-art gym and a
theatre room – pretty much all the amenities you could possibly
want to perfect your vacation.
Many tourists (and a few locals) incorrectly assume that
Amedis is some grandiose name that represents a deep, secret
meaning. It’s even been posited that Amedis may have been some
lesser-known Greek god that probably intervened in disputes
between ancient rocks and the ocean. Exciting ideas perhaps,
but its nothing quite so elaborate. As we say here in Jamaica,
‘a me dis’ – this is me! The name is self-explanatory and simple,
so what you see is what you get! Patrick had coined the name
when the villa was first built and the new owners loved it, so
they kept it. “This place naturally feels like where you want to
be, where you ought to be,” shares Tara.
Amedis is the creative combination of Los Angeles bungalow,
Santorini summer skies and contemporary Caribbean chic. The
house is stilted on solid rock, and elevated some 10 feet out of
.

.
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Whether it’s
grater, blue
draws, or rum,
finding it with
Yello is a piece
of cake.

www.findyello.com

We Know Jamaica.
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its foundation. Pretty wise, as it considers
the potential fury of Mother Nature
and has pre-empted the possibilities
and probabilities she can unleash. The
contemporary design uses the fluidity
of high ceilings and free-floating walls
to offer guests an unparalleled open-air
feeling in the safety of secured boundaries.
As with most private villas, guests’
wants and needs are priority. Chef
Rhema delights in preparing all genres
of meals and does so with the precision
and expertise of a seasoned chef – yes,
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pun intended. Debbie maintains the
villa’s impeccable appearance with timely
housekeeping, while Ferdie attends to the
whim and fancy of each guest in the most
professional, nonintrusive manner.
Every detail is considered from all
meals, activities to guest comfort, and
leisure.
Today, I opt for peace and quiet. It’s
something I treasure, but don’t often get.
I sink into the chaise lounge by the saltwater pool, my perfectly chilled Pinot
Grigio within arm’s reach and I begin to

drift off, coaxed by the warm sea breeze.
I immerse myself in random thoughts
in search of no thoughts at all and I am
unable to contain my excitement at the
days ahead, filled with nothingness. This.
Is. Me. At some point, everyone needs
this. The ‘unplug’ and recharge serve
as prescribed medication, with the cure
coming only after the bottle is empty.
Refill and repeat if necessary.
The silence is broken by gentle crash of
waves as they meet the rugged limestone
hillside below. The Caribbean Sea appears
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even bluer in the late afternoon glow. I had always
heard about the impressive sunsets that residents in
the West enjoy each day - and I’ve experienced a few
for myself - all beautiful, but none as impressive as
what I call my first ‘Amedis moment’. “Look for the
dolphins,” Ferdie the butler advised. He knew that
interrupting my mini siesta would have been worth
the sight. There, just off the shoreline in front of me,
were Flipper and friends. Ferdie told me to also look
out for flying fish, but I was already smitten by the
symphony of dolphins.
This is bliss for me who appreciates the simplicity
of an unencumbered lifestyle. This is heaven for me
who appreciates less of the multitude and more of
the moments life brings. Less is more and this is
me. Amedis.
Simple south coast style. Go ahead, Indulge.
For bookings and additional information,
Contact Tara Verity
Phone: 1 (814) 404-4215
Email: tara@amedisjamaica.com
Web: www.amedisjamaica.com
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On The
Face
of
I
t
Indulging with Gene Pearson
BY MICHELLE GORDON & AYESHA BARNETT
PHOTOGRAPHY: DWAYNE WATKINS

He has been awarded Jamaica's
sixth highest honour the
Commander of the Order of
Distinction (OD), and maintains a
position on the wish list of art
lovers across the globe. But
unfazed by comely titles and
accolades, the man behind the
masks remains humble. He’s just
Gene.

.
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"...when my work
with a mask is
done, I give it
to the fire to be
completed."

.

.

E

ven the most novice Caribbean art collector would be familiar with
his work. His interpretation of the human face in the masks and
busts he creates has made him the grand master of his medium.
His works adorn collections great and small found in all corners
of the globe, owned by amateurs and connoisseurs alike. Stevie
Wonder, Danny Glover and Will Smith are among the celebrities
who own pieces by the famous Jamaican artist. Heads of state and royalty also enjoy
Pearson works. He has been awarded Jamaica’s sixth highest honour the Commander
of the Order of Distinction (OD), and maintains a position on the wish list of art lovers
across the globe. But unfazed by comely titles and accolades, the man behind the masks
remains humble. He’s just Gene.
His career as a ceramicist has spanned more than 50 years, and his little known
exploits as a sketch artist and a painter remain the well-kept secrets of those who have
found favour with the master craftsman. He tells of his first life drawing class with
Robert Sawyer, and his keen interest in the precision of human anatomy. Gene Pearson
was particularly fascinated by the human face. Admittedly ending up in pottery and
ceramics because it was free, Gene shares that what could have been a disappointment
eventually became a blessing for him. “I can do all forms of art. I can draw and paint,
but I chose to do ceramics because at the time, I just couldn’t afford the material that
I needed for painting.” Gene laughs at the thought of what many perceive to be his
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great calling. “I am proof that we can be whatever we want to
be.” He speaks of choosing his destiny as opposed to accepting
a planned destination. “Yes, I wanted to paint, but pottery came
my way and I already knew the earth. I am a countryman.” He
credits the greatness of master potter Cecil Baugh as his ultimate
inspiration for helping him to discover and develop his style.
Genuinely intrigued by the human face, aesthetes have long
had a fascination with the mystery of masks. If the eyes are
the windows to the soul, then the face must be the doorway to
heaven. Intrinsic in Pearson’s work is a shroud of secrecy that
begs the questions ‘why a face?’ and ‘whose face is it?' To the
artist, it is no one’s and everyone’s. It is neither male nor female.
It is however, the start of a conversation and the connection to
a fundamental desire to look within.
Closed eyes invite thoughts and dreams. “When our eyes are
closed, that’s when we can see inner vision, find serenity and be
at peace. I am at peace with myself and that comes out in my
work.” Gene explores the notion that the eye is the source of our
identity. Close them, and we are forced to get to know a person
by searching the soul and not just by looking into their eyes.
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As his story unfolds over a bottle of his favourite Cabernet
Sauvignon, we learn of Gene’s father, himself an artist of the
culinary type. “My father was a farmer who tilled the soil, but he
also loved to bake. He crafted delicious breads in his homemade
brick oven and I remember being captivated by the oven more
so than the breads.”
The fruit may not have fallen far from the tree, as he recalls
with pride, his father’s prowess with the brick oven. Temperature,
timing and knowledge of ‘when’ were as important to Gene’s
father’s bread baking, as they are to creating his masterpieces
today. Gene learned from his father and began by building his
own kiln. “I am my father and more,” Gene shares with a nod, as
if confirming in his own mind that he has done his father proud.
Graduating from art school as a potter in 1965 with no one
to employ Gene, he had already been preparing himself for
self-employment. He remembers selling his first piece while a
student at art school and having then Prime Minister Michael
Manley present one of his masks as a gift to former South African
President Nelson Mandela.
Armed with his personal brick oven, Gene the potter began
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to grow. He honed the lessons learned in school and
transformed pottery into ceramic art form. Gene was
not limited to sitting at a wheel, nor would he be
pigeonholed into creating the utensils and functional
vessels that were expected of potters. Rather, he began
an intriguing journey using other parts of his studio –
not just behind the wheel. His path to self-discovery
taught him to employ texture, shape, and colour in
creating perfectly imperfect pieces, rich in detail and
teeming with character.
Gene Pearson is a fire-bender. According to the
American animated television show The Last Avatar,
fire-bending is the pyrokinetic ability to control fire.
It is fictional entertainment that finds its root in real
life. Gene bends both earth and fire and controls
its elements in order to get the clay to work with his
vision. “When I create a piece, I touch and mold it
and when my work with a mask is done, I give it to
the fire to be completed.” As a ceramist, Gene has
an understanding with the earth. “When I don’t do
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the right thing, I pay for it. If I don’t follow the right
order of things, if I fire a piece too fast or too early,
it will explode.” Consequences – just like in real life.
He laughs when he shares that he used to have a lot
of broken pieces, but with time and experience, you
grow and growth is intriguing.
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Gene on Gene
What brings Gene the most
fulfillment?

“Art is my indulgence. It is a discipline that
develops and blossoms with patience. The
mind too, like muscles, develops with time.
I have spent many years growing my calm,
developing my craft and enjoying becoming
who I am today.”

Who do you most admire?

"My 4 children. They have all become people
of integrity."

What does Gene dream of?

“I stopped dreaming a long time ago. I have
a good life.”

Advice to young artists today?

“There is only one Gene Pearson. Be yourself.
Borrow from others, but when you can see
and understand fully, be you.”

What makes Gene proudest?

“I am proud of the way I did it. I’ve been
patient, honest and true to me and I am
proud to know that people aspire to own
a Gene Pearson piece. I am privileged to
earn from my art.”
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WINE ENTHUSIAST
2016 Top 100

BEST BUY
88 POINTS
PINOT GRIGIO
Please enjoy our wines responsibly. © 2016 Woodbridge Winery, Acampo, CA

C A L I F O R N I A 2014

“Refreshing and charming, this light-bodied wine has aromas
like apple skin and lemongrass, with a sweet-tart flavor and
good acidity. It’s all clean and crisp.”
— Jim Gordon, November 2016

.
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Simply Golden

Goldeneye Resort

BY DR. CLAUDINE LEWIS • PHOTOGRAPHY: DWAYNE WATKINS

The obscurity of its entrance belies the beautiful simplicity of the place
within. It has remained a choice destination for discerning travelers for
more than four decades, with a history immersed in a world of silver
screens, bathing beauties and stories, told and untold.
.

.
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oldeneye Resort is a sprawling
eco-friendly resort located on the
northeast coast of Jamaica in the small
town of Oracabessa. Frequented by
celebrities who seek a quiet refuge
away from the spotlight, Goldeneye
has mastered the art of making all guests feel like superstars. The
relaxed luxury and unparalleled attention to detail is evident from
the moment you enter, whether you’re relaxing by water, dining
or simply doing nothing.
Traveling is perhaps my favourite thing to do. It’s ‘up there’
for me with reading and fine dining, so it’s safe to say that I find
my nirvana each time I visit this resplendent property where I
close my eyes and balance finds me. Ian Flemming said it is a
place to heal… and dream. He was right.
If someone had told me that I’d be excited about showering
outdoors and sleeping in a room with no air conditioning, I would
have told them in no uncertain terms, how crazy I thought they
were. However, Goldeneye recently added Beach Huts to their
accommodation list and I couldn’t be happier. My room feels
distinctly Jamaican, simultaneously balancing a world of history
while segueing into a classic contemporary lifestyle. Sexy on
steroids is what I call it, equaling the indulgences of all the other
room types at the St. Mary property.
If you do manage to leave the virtual paradise inside your
cottage, be sure to savour the expanse of the ocean view that
commands your attention at the seaside restaurant. You have to
eat at some point, right?
.
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Tomato Gazpacho with Basil
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“GOLDENEYE’S CANDID
LOCAL MENU UPHOLDS A
COMMITMENT TO SHARING

true
Jamaican
cuisine

WITH AN INTERNATIONAL
Grilled Lionfish with Rice & Peas and Herbed Vegetables

AUDIENCE.”

.

.

T

here’s something about traditional Jamaican food
that satisfies the tummy from just the thought it.
I anticipated Bizot Bar’s cuisine before I arrived
because I had heard all good things. No, not just
good, great things. Tales of culinary excellence that stood out in
my mind and coloured my expectations, were experienced first
hand and thankfully, I concur.
A la carte breakfast was served overlooking the beach at the
Gazebo. I had an ackee and saltfish so sumptuous, I felt like I
was familiar with the hands that prepared it. The orange juice
was freshly squeezed and the seasonal fruit fresh and tasty. All
produce has that freshly picked, vine-ripened quality, which is
no surprise, since most of their produce is sourced from local
organic farmers and also from “Pantrepant”, Golden Eye’s own
organic farm.
There is an impressive collection of entertainment greats that
adorns the surfaces of the wooden structure. Here you’ll be able
to identify many of the faces that have defined deep footprints
in the world’s entertainment industry. Wait staff sans writing
implements take dining orders amid the strains of Radio Nova,
which to the creative mind, channels French elegance entwined
with Caribbean luxury.
For lunch, try starting with the caprese salad and squid, and
leave your taste buds tantalized as you prepare for melt-in-yourmouth curried goat, which manages to maintain its authentic
Jamaican flavour, while appealing to a wider cosmopolitan palate.
I really love this about dining at Goldeneye, as their offering of a
candid local menu upholds a commitment to sharing true Jamaican
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Golden Eye’s Signature Drink, The Goldeneye
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cuisine
with an
international
audience. I dared to
try the lionfish, which
piqued my curiosity having
recently been so controversial.
I knew if anyone could get it right,
Chef Clarence Smith would be the one.
He has been at Goldeneye for 7 years and has
developed a stellar reputation for curating fine dining
experiences. The proliferation of the lionfish population
was once cause for great concern as their predatory nature
posed significant threat to other fish populations. However, an
increased drive to catch and creatively prepare the fish has resulted in
lionfish now serving up deliciousness on tables across the island.
Bizot Bar stands ready to serve whenever, wherever you are on property,
for breakfast and lunch only up until 5pm. After that, put your sexy on and
head over to The Gazebo.
Devoid of bow ties and black tie gowns, dinner at the Gazebo channels
a simple elegance where engaging conversations and hearty laughter
are usurped only by superior cuisine. Dinnertime in every home should
commence with a cocktail in the library lounge. There really is no other
way – at least there shouldn’t be. I mean, who wouldn’t enjoy a splendid
chat with a random five-time Oscar award winner just before dining on a
mystic lagoon?
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tay on property long enough to try everything.
The seafood is fresh, the lamb – seasoned to
perfection and steaks tasty and tender. The
menu, like the atmosphere is kept simple,
with a relatively minimalist array of options
undeniably complex in both execution and
taste. Has a meal ever forced you to speak about it? I too would
have said no, until dining at The Gazebo. There are layers of taste
that need to be appreciated, discussed and analyzed - so don’t
dine alone ;)
Having had courses of starters and mains, the ample serving
size may leave you wanting to skip the desert and choosing tea
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or rich blue mountain coffee instead. But don’t. That would be
a huge mistake as the deserts, like the foregoing courses, are
delicately balanced and an absolute treat to your taste buds.
Replete at the property known for its propensity to attract
luminaries, is an underlying statement of ultimate sophistication
where ‘less is always more’. Simplicity is the order of the day at
Goldeneye and lucky for me, it’s just what the doctor ordered.
www.goldeneye.com
Non-hotel guests are welcome to dine at both restaurants. Reservations required
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CELEBRATING 10 YEARS OF ROSÉ ALL DAY!
2006 - 2016
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If The
Choux Fits

An Éclair Affair

STYLED BY: AIESHA PANTON • PHOTOGRAPHY: DWAYNE WATKINS

Of all the foods the French have contributed to food lovers around the
world, éclairs may well be the most loved. The light and crispy pastry
has been satisfying tastebuds for centuries. History tells us that its name,
French word for lightning, is from the glistening of sugary glaze coatings. Having experienced éclairs at the hand of Chef Rebecca Karram, I am
inclined to believe that the name has something to do with the speed at
which the pastry disappears.
.

“É

clairs are absolute art.” The
young chef does not attempt
to mask her excitement as
she speaks about éclairs.
Starting with the pate au choux dough,
baked - choux pastry is the lightest,
crispiest, airiest pastry used to make éclairs.
Choux contains a lot of water, which turns
to steam and creates a hollow centre for
filling during baking. “There are endless
possibilities for fillings, glazes, toppings
& garnishes”, Rebecca adds. “This leaves
a lot of room for creativity for me - from a
savoury éclair filled with a smoked marlin
mousse, to a white chocolate raspberry
éclair!”
Rebecca’s Instagram page tells the
story of her first true love – Food. The
phrase “Until We Eat Again” is how her
grandmother always ended every family
meal when she was growing up. Raised
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in a Lebanese household, Rebecca was
always surrounded by excellent cooks and
delicious food, so it was only a matter of
time before she realized her heart and
soul belonged in the kitchen. “I knew I
had a passion for food and creating, and
that passion has only been growing over
the years.”
Rebecca graduated with a Culinary Arts
& Food Service Management degree from
Johnson & Wales University, where she
worked front of the house, back of the
house, in cafes, bakeries, restaurants and
hotels. “I’m so happy to now be blessed
enough to be in control of the type of food
I get to show Jamaica. It’s exciting to be
a part of the group of young chefs on the
island that can work towards bringing
global exposure of different flavours to
our people!”
https://www.instagram.com/untilwe_eatagain/
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Wine Pairing
BANROCK STATION MOSCATO
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Pâte à Choux Recipe

Yi)d- 1 doz, e-a.
Ingredients
»
»
»
»
»
»

175 grams all purpose flour
33 grams granulated sugar
240 grams water
120 grams unsalted butter
2.5 grams salt
4 - 5 eggs

Directions
the flour and sugar in a
1smallCombine
bowl.
the water, butter, and
2saltCombine
in a medium saucepan, place

over medium heat, and stir until the

Ingredients
» 200 grams heavy cream
» 100 grams icing sugar
» 1 tsp vanilla extract
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butter melts. Once melted, increase
to medium-high heat and bring to a
simmer, then remove the pan from
the heat and stir in all the flour with
a wooden spoon. Continue to stir for
about 2 minutes.

the dough to a mixing
3bowl,Transfer
and mix on low for about 30-60

seconds to release some of the heat
and moisture. Slowly add the eggs
one at a time, being sure to fully
incorporate one before adding the
next. Beat on medium until the dough
comes away from the sides of the bowl
when pulled with the paddle.

Chantil y Cream

Directions

Whip until stiff and pipe into
1éclairs.

4 Preheat the oven to 375 degrees F.
5 Transfer the dough to a pastry bag
with tip of choice and cool to room

temperature. Pipe 6 inch éclairs onto
parchment paper on a pan. Place sheet
pan into the oven and bake for 10
minutes, then lower the temperature
to 350 for 30-40 minutes. Test an
éclair by breaking it open and seeing
if it’s near hollow. If not, return to
oven at 325 for 10-20 more minutes.
If ready, set pan on cooling rack and
cool completely before filling with
choice of cream and toppings.

Melt choice of chocolate and
2drizzle
on top of éclair or dip the top

of the éclair in chocolate and top with
choice of fruit, sprinkles, candy, etc.
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COCKBURN’S PORT
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Pure and
Simple
Vanil a Ice
Cream

.

BY MARTINA MCLEARY AND KAI THOMAS
PHOTOGRAPHY: JIK-REUBEN PRINGLE

Dessert may be considered the most
anticipated part of a dining experience.
Undoubtedly, it’s the sweetest part of any
meal. (Pun intended.) Ice cream is one of
the most popular desserts as it’s power of
association has the ability to take you back to
happy childhood memories. Want to end your
meal with a smile on your face? Prep time is
short, but as expected, it takes time to freeze,
so be sure to plan ahead if you want to make
this fun and tasty treat.
Here is a simple homemade ice cream recipe
which is ideal for parties, family gatherings or
just the perfect excuse to self-indulge.
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4-Step Vanil a Ice
Cream Recipe
Ingredients:
6 oz. white sugar
8 oz. heavy whipping cream
18 oz. milk
2 tsp. vanilla extract
½ tsp. salt
Prep Time: 30 minutes plus
overnight
» Cook Time: 5 minutes
» Ready in 2 hours 35 minutes
»
»
»
»
»
»

Directions:
Combine sugar, cream, and milk in a heavy
saucepot over low heat, while stirring
until the sugar dissolves. Heat just until
small bubbles form around the edge of the
mixture.
Transfer cream mixture into a pourable
container such as a large measuring cup.
Stir in vanilla extract and chill mixture
for at least 2 hours or overnight.
Pour the cold ice cream mixture into
your ice cream maker, turn on the machine,
and churn according to manufacturer’s
directions, 20 to 25 minutes. If you do
not have an ice cream maker, place the
ice-cream in a container and place it in
the freezer, check the ice cream after
15 minutes, whisk vigorously using an
electric hand mixer. Repeat this process
at 10-minute intervals for 1 hour.
When ice cream is softly frozen, cover
with plastic wrap and let the ice cream
set for another 2 to 3 hours in the freezer.
Flip the script and make it your own!
Vanilla ice-cream is like a blank
canvas. You can add nuts (pecan, peanuts,
almonds), chocolate chips, strawberries,
cookies anything you want to your ice
cream mixture. If you feel like getting
adventurous, reach for a bottle of rum
cream and add a teaspoon or three…It’s
your ice-cream, make it your way!
Enjoy!
.
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